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Abstract: In this paper we have revealed and analyzed the anatomy of the intersection of Internet of Things (IoT) ecosystem
security and blockchain technology in the context of Industry 4.0. The design principles and related innovative technologies to
Industry 4.0 such as Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and edge computing have been considered. IoT and edge computing
security issues have been investigated. The potential and benefits of Blockchain technology for securing IIoT are revealed such as
the deployment strategies of blockchain enabled gateway and blockchain-enabled smart end devices. It has been shown that
integrating blockchain with an IIoT ecosystem increases the security of the entire system.

INTRODUCTION
Industry 4.0 refers to a new phase in the Industrial Revolution that focuses heavily on interconnectivity,
automation, machine learning, and real-time data [1,2]. It is a digital revolution being witnessed in the present, aiming
to digitize the entire manufacturing process with minimum human or manual intervention. The vision is to build and
develop an empowered virtual world that would steer the physical world. Cloud computing, big data analytics,
Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and cyber physical systems are the key technological foundations for this industrial
revolution. Industry 4.0, also sometimes referred to as IIoT [3,4] or smart manufacturing, integrates physical
production and operations with smart digital technology, machine learning, and big data to create a more holistic and
elaborated ecosystem for companies engaged with manufacturing and supply chain management. While every
company and organization operating today is different, they all face a common challenge—the need for connectivity
and access to real-time insights across processes, partners, products, and people. One of the biggest challenges in front
of any modern ecosystem is its security and data protection. Blockchain is the biggest innovation when speaking about
protection of the integrity and securing multiple devices. The goal of this paper is to investigate and reveal the
intersection of IoT ecosystem security and Blockchain in the context of Industry 4.0.

INDUSTRY 4.0 - DESIGN PRINCIPLES AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES
There are 4 Design Principles in Industry 4.0 (Fig. 1) such as interconnection, information transparency, technical
assistance, and decentralized decisions [1].
• Interconnection: The main and most important feature of Industry 4.0 is to interconnect and construct various
machines, cyber physical systems, sensors, devices and people capable to interact and exchange data, which is later
subjected to analysis to extract knowledge. This knowledge is key factor in decision making and improving automation
on later phase.
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• Information Transparency: Transparency means the operators to have the same set of data and so being able to
make better decisions.
• Technical Assistance: Assistance systems aim to collect and visualize the information. They serve as an interface
for the human interaction. The better the visualization, the more efficient and informed decisions are made.
Furthermore, critical urgent issues also will be solved immediately.
• Decentralized Decisions: There are smart nodes in many different locations of the cyber physical system. In
parallel of gathering the data they also analyze it and even, based on the results, they can make autonomous decision
and perform actions. This may happen locally and at the same at the technical level, fully automated.
Industry 4.0 brings in technologies and physical elements that change the way of manufacturing and delivering the
products. The manufacturing industry is on the top of the Industry 4.0. There are three areas where it will support:
 Smart supply chains – Better coordination and having access to the information from each supply chain
simultaneously makes it possible to have a clear view of the whole product planning and manufacturing flow.
This results in new models and processes referring to the ownership and interaction across supply chains;
 Smart manufacturing – New technologies are deployed in the Industry, such as autonomous robots, multipurpose manufacturing lines, augmented reality, etc. All they aim to improve productivity and speed up
manufacturing. Having new features in manufacturing leads to new business models, one example being the
mass customization, which is more cost efficient for the client;
 Smart products – The product itself can be part of the smart processing by gathering feedback data from
customer during operation. This reduces a lot the time to delivery of the product to market and makes the
remote support more efficient.
The key technological features that mark the emergence of Industry 4.0 are:
 Cyber Physical Systems (PSC) - integrating physical hardware with computation and networking capabilities
and intelligent software to monitor and control physical processes is probably the main feature of Industry
4.0;
 Internet of Things (IoT) – bringing the devices to a new era of interconnection and constant data exchange
between end devices building up the backbone of the new technologies;
 Cloud Computing – According to Microsoft, “cloud computing is the delivery of computing services –
servers, storage, databases, networking, software, analytics, intelligence and more – over the Internet (the
cloud) to offer faster innovation, flexible resources and economies of scale”;
 Big Data – when the volume of data largely exceeds the capacity of data storage devices can handle, the
only solution is Big Data technologies;
 Digital Manufacturing/Production - robots replacing the old manufacturing lines;
 Industry 4.0 Logistics – One of the key discussion areas around Industry 4.0, besides its usage in
manufacturing and production, has been around logistics and how traditional warehouse operations have to
be revolutionized;
 Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Autonomous Systems (robots)
 Augmented reality.
The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) [3] refers to the implementation of the IoT in the industrial sectors,
integrating various machines, systems, and devices using sensors and IoT gateways so that they can seamlessly collect,
process, and exchange data.
Although IIoT is so powerful speaking about industrial improvement, significant challenges of security, privacy
and interoperability should be taken into consideration. There is no security architecture built in IIoT networks which
makes them vulnerable to cyberattacks. This lack of security can result in poor manufacturing standards and processing
capabilities as well as small storage capacity. Concerning industry, there is confidential data like the design of new
products, assembly procedures, financial, and personal data, and so, an attack proof security model is essential. Due
to lack of security measurements deployed in IIoT, privacy concerns are likely occur. Encryption is important but
often is missing. Usually there are many small devices with limited capabilities that need to communicate on vast
distance. And all that bring challenges to IIoT privacy insurance. Safety and reliability are with no doubt main features
for any industrial system to be useful and successful. Recently, all manufactures and plants have been handling only
the local physical part of these main features. Bringing the digital and especially the networking part in IIoT, systems
need to be improved on the technical side. In the 3th Industrial Revolution the data has been stored on local computer
machines and have been only locally secured. Nowadays, malicious actions could come from all over the world. The
need of remote management and updating the devices software create serious safety concern. This is mainly because
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of the issues in integration and interpolation with existing infrastructures, which could differ in software and
communication protocols and also could concern the legacy devices with all corresponding restrictions. There are also
issues about the physical locations of the devices. Sometimes endpoints may go out of support due to inaccessible
location. There are also issues with different types of network connection technologies. For example, wireless
connections may face interferences or disruptions. All of the mentioned so far may lead to loss of critical information
and may cause system vulnerabilities [3,19].
When we speak about the impact of cyberattacks against an IIoT system, in comparison with any other system, we
could see that in many ways it is far more critical and complicated. There are many people working in the plant who
can be harmed. A security vulnerability in a smart camera may lead to stealing of sensitive client data, but in a smart
car and factory this may cost lives and businesses [4,5].

EDGE COMPUTING SECURITY ISSUES
Edge computing [1,12, 13,16] is a distributed computing paradigm that brings computation and data storage closer
to the location where it is needed, to improve response times and save bandwidth. In general edge computing moves
the computation and processing closer to the devices that produce the data, i.e. to the gathering point. As a result, there
are less latency and performance issues. Also, companies can save money by processing locally. With the growth of
the number of IIoT devices connected to the systems, more and more real time data is required to be processed and so
the need of distributed computing is a necessity. Edge computing is changing the way data is being gathered,
processed, and stored. Sustainable modern trend is that 75% of the data will be processed outside the traditional data
center or cloud.
With the emergence of 5G wireless networks, the speed of the network data transfer is increased and support for
applications like video processing and analytics, self-driving cars, artificial intelligence and robotics is possible. This
is the latest application of edge computing. At the beginning the main purpose of it was to reduce the cost for data
transportation, and now the main purpose is to fasten processing and computing. 5G wireless technologies promise
the benefits of high bandwidth and low latency for applications, enabling companies to increase data bandwidth.
Instead of just offering faster speeds and companies to continue processing data in the cloud, many carriers are
applying edge-computing strategies into their 5G deployments in order to offer faster real-time processing, especially
for mobile devices, connected cars and self-driving cars.
The hardware used for edge-computing also should meet specific requirements and provide local storage and
processing power for all connected devices. Thus, an edge gateway may process the data as needed and send only the
relevant informative data to cloud for storage. So the cloud storage space and network bandwidth will not be overused.
Usually the first purpose that forces a company to deploy the edge-computing architecture is the cost saving, but
according to some articles when using cloud for their applications, the bandwidth used for data transfer costs money
and should be considered as disadvantage. Companies such as NVIDIA have recognized the need for more processing
at the edge, which is why we’re seeing new system modules that include built in artificial intelligence functionality.
AI algorithms require large amounts of processing power, which is why most of them run via cloud services. The
growth of AI chipsets that can handle processing at the edge will allow for better real-time responses within
applications that need instant computing.
Although the edge computing has many pros as technology and is largely used nowadays, before turning to it we
should consider one big disadvantage – the security issue. As you may consider there are a lot of decentralized devices
performing processing, handling and filtering data and each of them should be secured. Usually securing one server
is not trivial in case many devices collaborate continuously. Usage of encrypted communication, access-control and
even VPN tunneling are utilized for this purpose. Another powerful solution about securing edge computing is
Blockchain [12,21,20]. It is used to record all transactions in the end to end communication. All the actions performed
are transparent, immutable and secure within the whole ecosystem.
Many industries aim to personalize customer experiences, generate faster insights and actions, and maintain
continuous operations usually by using edge computing. Within each industry, however, there are particular user cases
that lead to specific implementation. As an example, a bank that uses this technique to analyze ATM video in realtime to improve customer safety. Mining and producing companies may analyze their productivity data in order to
improve the work process. Sales can personalize customer experience and provide special offers.
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BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
Usually, the term “blockchain” [6] is considered to refer to Bitcoin, which is its original purpose. This is not strange
because Blockchain was invented by a person (or group of people) using the name Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008 to serve
as the public transaction ledger of the cryptocurrency bitcoin. The technology behind bitcoin lets people who do not
know or trust each other build a dependable ledger. This has implications far beyond the crypto currency. Bitcoin is
highly secured digital currency because of the blockchain linkage of the blocks and still protecting user identity. The
technology whatsoever is not limited to digital currencies and even if finances are a big part of it, it has huge impact
on security and manufacturing. The idea behind it is the old well known method used in general financial ledger to
record everything and the record could not be changed. The innovative idea that makes this technology so important
is the decentralization, making it fast and reliable and adding trust to the data. Being decentralized, there is no single
server that processes all data. This improves response and processing times and results in removing single points of
failure, increasing the reliability of the system, even when some nodes are not working and the rest of the nodes
overtake their functions [18].
The blockchain technology involves a chain of blocks linked together, from the genesis block to the latest block.
Every node connected to the network maintains a complete copy of the entire blockchain. This redundancy results in
a very resilient system. The collection of blocks is totally open and public to everyone. Each block can be thought of
as a page in a ledger, which is used to maintain records of transactions and operations. The individual blocks are
composed of several components. Roughly these can be differentiated into the head of the block (block header) and
its body (block body) [7]. The open ledger in the blockchain is distributed by nature. The important feature of
blockchain is that once the data is recorded into the ledger, then that data can not be erased. In order to do any change
to a block, in theory, entire set of blocks must be altered. Moreover, each block would be approved by the network,
before being added to the chain. Every block in the chain contains its own hash and the hash of the previous block for
verification of the place in the chain. Using blockchain technology, participants in the network can confirm
transactions without the need for a trusted third-party intermediary [9]. In fig.2 the linkage of three blocks is shown
in order to visualize the creation of a blockchain. As it is written on the labels, the “previous hash” value in the first
block is “0000” and this block is named Genesis block. Each of the following blocks has its own hash as well as the
hash of the precursor [10].

FIGURE 1. Design principles of Industry 4.0

FIGURE 2. Blockchain structure

The data transferred via transactions are secured with cryptographic hash function. Hashing fundamentally
standardize the data by taking various outputs and passing them through mathematical function, giving output in a
fixed format. This procedure produces a unique hash value for each input. It is very difficult to guess the input value,
and even in some hash algorithm techniques it is considered as impossible. Hashing is used to check for integrity of
the data. It does not modify the data. Furthermore, hashing is entirely different even if there is a small alteration in the
input. All of the above mentioned shows that blockchain technology as a suitable option for securing the IIoT devices.
The blockchain technology and distributed ledger technology (DLT) [24] are commonly used interchangeably, but
lately there are attempts to separate them by their different underlying architectures. Blockchains can be thought of as
a special subset of distributed ledgers that share the same architectural model, but have additional characteristics, that
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set them apart. As a main difference can be mentioned the data structure. In blockchain technology there is a chain of
cryptographically linked blocks, and/or global broadcast.
There are also some arguments about the blockchain structure. Some people think that it should be composed of
transactions batched into blocks, which are cryptographically linked to each other. Other used broader definition which
allows transactions that are not batched into blocks, but are directly chained together and instantly confirmed.
There are three primary types of blockchains [8]:
 Public blockchain – It is open source. All transactions are fully transparent for anyone. There are absolutely
no access restrictions. Anyone can send transactions to it as well as become a validator. This type of blockchain
is designed to be fully decentralized and everyone is open to join the network. No one can control the recording
and processing of the transactions. The public blockchains are token associated, so the participants in the
network receive a reward;
 Private blockchain – This type of blockchains are also known as permissioned blockchains. There are some
notable differences from public blockchains. Participants need consent to join the networks. Transactions are
private and are only available to ecosystem participants that have been given permission to join the network.
Private blockchains are more centralized than public blockchains [8]. They are valuable for enterprises which
aim to collaborate and share data, but don`t want their sensitive business data visible on a public blockchain;
 Hybrid blockchain – Depending on the architecture this blockchain lies somewhere between private and public
blockchains. It makes it simple for business to operate with the transparency they are looking for, without
having to sacrifice security and privacy.
Each type of blockchain has its pros and cons. Public blockchains while being transparent and resistant to
tampering are slow and expensive whereas, private blockchains are somewhat centralized but can deliver much higher
throughput and speeds. As a logical step, hybrid blockchains combine the benefits of both blockchains while trying to
limit the disadvantages.
A smart contract [11] is a self-executing contract with the terms of the agreement between buyer and seller being
directly written into lines of code. The code and the agreements contained therein exist across a distributed,
decentralized blockchain network. The code controls the execution and transactions are trackable and irreversible.
Smart contracts permit trusted transactions and agreements to be carried out among disparate anonymous parties
without the need for a central authority, legal system, or external enforcement mechanism. While blockchain
technology has come to be thought of primarily as the foundation for bitcoin, it has evolved far beyond underpinning
the virtual currency. Smart contracts can be traced and audited but they are irreversible as making changes in the
blockchain is very difficult.

THE INTERSECTION OF BLOCKCHAIN AND IIOT SECURITY
As the IIoT continues to expand, inefficient security practices, flawed protocols, and slow patch updates have
made the cyber security of IIoT devices and networks an increasing concern [17]. Blockchain technology can provide
benefits from tamper proof, decentralized, distributed and secure identity management. A major challenge when
deploying blockchain in IIoT systems is finding the right way to implement the blockchain. Two main deployment
strategies have been distinguished – blockchain enabled gateway and blockchain-enabled smart end devices. In this
deployment a gateway is the demarcation point of the blockchain. The IIoT devices send all information to the
gateway. In turn it has the ability to connect to a private blockchain network. All end points rely on the gateway to
serve as a full node on the blockchain to which they can send their transactions and from which they can receive
updates. The main advantages of this implementation are [4,5,15,22]:
 Fault-tolerance – unlike the current access control systems, where the servers are the centralized point, the
presented solution stay stable even after numerous gateway failures;
 Secure and reliable log – every action reported to the gateway is logged onto the immutable blockchain.
Such irreversible log of access control events may be used for forensic analysis;
 Secure device registration – all devices are registered in the blockchain enabling simple and secure
authentication;
 Trusted business logic – implementing rules as smart contracts, ensure transparent and verified access
control system.
Implementing this strategy, each IIoT device acts as a complete blockchain node. This implementation can be
deployed without any added gateways or backend cloud services. However, they can be added to extend the network
and increase security. This deployment also provides additional improvements [14]:
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Advanced fault-tolerance – the blockchain is replicated more often, thus it is getting more fault tolerant. Every
IIoT device is functioning within the blockchain and there is no single point of failure;
 Trusted IIoT device behavior – the most important improvement is the ability of running a trusted code on
IIoT devices. To achieve trust in such operations blockchain framework verifies the code that is executing
whether it has been modified. This is available by checking an exact copy of the code stored on the blockchain.
Until 2017 there were a lot of projects implementing blockchain-enabled smart end devices. For example, the startup Project Provenance Ltd. [22] was trying to secure the traceability of its products on a blockchain. The idea was to
register the product at every step of the production process. In that way every product would get a “digital passport”
that would prove its authenticity. In addition, some other important information about the product would be added.
Afterwards, the buyer can scan the product via QR-code or NFC and access the information from the blockchain to
check every step of the product process.
Identifying an IIoT device is process that can have a lot of vulnerabilities. The Factom Irisy company realized that
the current form of authentication (based on certificates from authorities) is too expensive for IIoT devices and have
started to implement a solution for this problem [22]. The future scalability of that method is also questionable due to
the huge number of expected new devices. The idea involves every device to be registered in the blockchain, creating
a digital identity of the device, which cannot be manipulated. It also offers the advantage that the information about
the device can be dynamically updated and added in comparison to traditional certificates.

FIGURE 3. Intersection of IoT, Edge computing and blockchain

IBM has developed frameworks to enable small companies to get the benefits of IoT. They have introduced Watson
IoT platform together with IBM Blockchain [23]. The platform ensures a private blockchain on which the company
can share protected data securely with their partners. “IBM food trust” [23] insures with Blockchain the whole path
from the producer to the market and home.
Integrating blockchain with an IIoT ecosystem increases the security of the entire system. Blockchain has
excellent privacy and security characteristics that are essential in IIoT systems. Since blockchains consist of blocks of
data that are interconnected and distributed, they are faster and more resilient to attacks as the data is not stored in a
central hub. Besides, blockchains also use strong encryption algorithms and hashing techniques and are hence
extremely secure. Transactions are also transparent and the identity of the users can be easily verified. This prevents
malicious users and devices from penetrating and contaminating the blockchain network. If any device is corrupted,
it can be safety removed from the network due to the distributed design of Blockchain. There is no dependency to any
node in the network.

CONCLUSION
In this paper we have revealed and analyzed the anatomy of the intersection of Internet of Things (IoT) ecosystem
security and blockchain technology in the context of Industry 4.0. The design principles and related innovative
technologies to Industry 4.0 such as Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and edge computing have been considered.
IoT and edge computing security issues have been investigated. The potential and benefits of Blockchain technology
for securing IIoT are revealed such as the deployment strategies of blockchain enabled gateway and blockchain-
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enabled smart end devices. It has been shown that integrating blockchain with an IIoT ecosystem increases the security
of the entire system.
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